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do you want to quickly insert your own logo into an
after effects project? with this little effect you can

do it with a few clicks. it works with any video
format, including swf and flv files. it supports both
ntsc and pal, is affordable and easy to use. knoll

unmult after effects is a 3d particle texture. it
contains 15 unique animation textures with built-in

presets to match all project styles! for more
information about the product, check out the official

page. knoll unmult after effects cc is a 3d particle
texture. it contains 15 unique animation textures

with built-in presets to match all project styles! for
more information about the product, check out the
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official page. knoll unmult after effects cc is a 3d
particle texture. it contains 15 unique animation
textures with built-in presets to match all project
styles! for more information about the product,

check out the official page. the fourth tool from red
giant is the unmixer, which is a free plugin that

comes with the knoll light factory suite of tools to
unmix images in various ways. the tool can unmix

alpha, unmix rgb, and unmix the alpha on an image.
it can also unmix different layers, allow you to pick

different channels to unmix, and there is a lot more.
greenscreen video effects is a free tool created by
red giant that allows you to simulate anamorphic

lens distortions, motion blur and more on your
video. this tool includes the unmixer to simulate

anamorphic lens distortion. if you need to render the
black solid with an alpha channel to composite the

effect in a different application, there is a trick:
apply the channel > channel combiner effect to the
black solid, change the from popup to max rgb and

the to popup to alpha, then apply the channel >
remove color matting effect. this converts the rgb
levels of the image to corresponding amounts of

transparency. (this is the equivalent of the unmult
effects available from third parties.) save these two
effects as an animation preset whenever you need

an unmult effect.
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brian drury is an emmy-winning television art
director, nominated twice for visual effects emmy

awards. he is also a seasoned after effects user with
years of experience in creating layers,

saving/loading presets, and other editing functions.
there are two new options in the covers panel: fold
which lets you place pre-existing coverflow effects
in the folder panel, and resize which enables you to
fit the footage into the covers position. these two
options will come in handy if you are creating a

covers sequence and you want to place the
coverflow effect in the folder panel. every time the

folders panel is opened, the covers will be
automatically placed in the bottom row of the panel,
with the covers just like the preset ones. bill rowan

is currently the director of creative at pinewood
studios in toronto, where the dark knight trilogy was

shot. prior to that, he was senior digital effects
supervisor for international pictures and worked on

such films as star trek, the english patient, and
titanic. sunil r. venkatesh is currently working as a

vfx supervisor for various feature films and
commercials. he is a b.tech. engineer from iit and

has worked in various capacities in vfx, for
companies like industrial light and magic, skywalker

industries, industrial magic, and dreamworks. he
has developed many useful scripts for both after
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effects and motion and has even built his own
branded template library. moe rothman is another
seasoned after effects expert who works primarily
as a consultant and author. he has worked in the

film industry for over 20 years and is the author of
"advanced after effects workflow" and "power

photoshop for after effects." he has also worked
with sony pictures imageworks as an after effects

trainer. 5ec8ef588b
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